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This report has three elements. 
 
1. A brief overview account of the trees in the area. 
2. An area map showing; 
 the location of TPO trees, 
 trees shown on Unwin’s 1913 map and, 
 other trees which make a significant 

contribution to the local streetscape. 
3. A spreadsheet providing full details of the 
observations. 



Area 2 Overview   

Date of Observations October 2012 – May 2013 
 

Introduction  

The Artisans’ Quarter is the oldest part of Hampstead Garden Suburb. It is an area in which the oak 

trees originating in the pre-existing field hedges are an important feature of the landscape. These 

boundary oaks and other significant trees are mainly found in the generous backland allotments and 

recreational areas. Much of the picturesque character of the area derives from the juxtaposition of 

the huge old trees soaring above the steeply pitched roofs of the cottage groups. There is also some 

specimen planting in public areas and many mature trees in rear gardens.  

Street trees are not part of this Survey, but it is worth noting how many streets are lined with large 

trees (e.g. lime, London plane) rather than smaller ornamental trees. This adds further depth to the 

contribution that trees make to the lush green ambience of this village-like area. 

However, as elsewhere in the Suburb, there is a lot of overcrowding from self-seeded trees. This 

reduces the impact that mature trees can make in the landscape.  Some species are so rapid in their 

growth that they are unsuitable for front gardens, masking the architecture, blocking light and 

potentially, if too near the house, causing damage.  

Species in Area 2 

Oak (56) is the most numerous species followed by acer (including field and Norway maple, 

sycamore and Cappadocian acer), lime and birch. Outside these concentrations, the individual trees 

are from a range of species which are commonly found in Southeast England: ash, horse-chestnut, 

beech and copper beech, box elder, willow and yew. 

TPO Trees in Area 2 

28 TPO trees are shown on Barnet’s map of this section of the conservation area. With the addition 

of a TPO made in March 2014 on an oak at 12 Asmuns Hill, this figure is now 29. 

Most of these can easily be seen from the road or public footpaths although the group of TPOs in 

Denman Drive can only be seen over the rooftops from the road.  

15 of the 29 TPO trees are mature oaks.  8 are trees of exceptional quality, in good condition and 

having great height and good shape.  These are noted in the spreadsheet. The oak in the corner of 

Big Allotment that can be seen down the twittens leading from both Wordsworth and Coleridge 

Walks is quite exceptional in its age, condition and beauty.  It is certainly one of the two or three 

finest trees in the whole Suburb. The remainder of the TPO trees flourish but have sometimes been 

subject to the removal of branches without regard to the overall shape of the tree.  

There are 4 TPO queries in this area. 4 TPO trees were found to be of a different species from that 

shown on the Barnet map and listing.  

In Denman Drive where it is difficult to view the trees at close quarters, the TRE-F1-43 group did not 

appear to correspond to the listing:  

• T5 is an oak, not an ash, and it is in the rear boundary of 7 Denman Drive rather than 

in the rear garden of 12 Woodside as shown on Barnet map 

• T6 is an oak not an ash 

• T8 appears to be an acer rather than a false acacia.  



At 17 Wordsworth Walk: 

• TPO-F1-45 is a magnolia not a flowering cherry. 

The TPO group TPO-F144 T5, T6 and T7 consists of three horse-chestnut trees in the Orchard 

allotment behind Asmuns Hill.  T5 and T7 are in particularly poor condition with leaf blotch fungus, 

bleeding canker (T5), damaged crowns and poor shape due to the removal of branches. 

Unwin trees in Area 2 

The ‘Unwin trees’ are the most important category of trees in Area 2. Unwin sought to retain as 

many trees as possible from the field landscape before development and to maintain a harmony 

between these natural features and the new buildings. These trees have a historical importance, but 

they also comprise some of the most magnificent trees in the Suburb. The field boundaries are 

marked on the map.  

62 trees were marked on Unwin’s 1913 map, of which 40 survive.  37 of these are oaks.  Of the 40, 

only 10 are protected by TPOs.  Individual trees of exceptional quality include the major oak behind 

11 Asmuns Hill, the oaks to the rear of 16 and 18 Erskine Hill and the very old oak in the grounds of 

The Orchard which has a girth of 3.25 metres. 

The most complete line of boundary trees runs from Childs Way, starting by the old school 

caretaker’s cottage, with a run of oaks along the path by the Hampstead Garden Suburb Junior 

School, and continuing with trees in Asmuns Hill and Erskine Hill rear gardens.  The line then runs 

behind the cottages on the north side of Denman Drive.  It is interesting to observe on Map 2 how 

the diagonal placing of the houses at the junction of Asmuns Hill and Erskine Hill (56 Asmuns Hill and 

77 Erskine Hill) accommodated the original trees at the crossing of two field boundaries. 

Other Unwin trees are mostly in good condition.  As is to be expected, some of the old oaks have lost 

branches or been damaged by pruning. The best specimens are in the allotments and recreational 

areas where there is space for them to flourish.  

Groups of significant trees in Area 2 

There are six groupings of trees making a significant impact in the Artisans’ Quarter. Two areas of 

modern specimen planting stand out. The first is in the grounds of The Orchard, a sheltered housing 

development that replaced an original 1909 building. The style of the 1972 building is typical of its 

time, and without the careful landscaping it would look very stark and out of character with the 

surrounding cottages.  The pedestrian entrances from the NE (Willifield Way) and from the SW are 

framed by a fine silver birch and a liquidambar respectively. Elsewhere, older trees have been 

retained to screen the car park from the gardens of houses in Temple Fortune Hill. A group of silver 

birches adds interest to the central path.  

The second area of modern planting is to be found on Willifield Green, which is under the care of the 

London Borough of Barnet.  Over the past twenty years seven trees have been planted, one 

commemorating the 90th anniversary of Hampstead Garden Suburb Trust. Species include 

liquidambar, oak, false acacia and Cappadocian acer.   

The false acacia trees are a mop-headed variety (Robinia pseudo acacia ‘umbraculifera’) which, 

when pollarded, produces a small, round-headed tree. These trees echo the original planting of 

street trees on Willifield Way. Two of the original street trees remain and some recent replacement 

street trees have also been mop-headed robinia.  These trees contribute to the ‘village green’ 

ambiance without significantly reducing the open space for children to play and for parents to gather 

to meet children from the nearby junior school. 



Another group of significant trees surrounds the bowling green site to the rear of Willifield Way, 

Asmuns Hill and Erskine Hill. This group is covered by a group TPO; it is densely wooded with 28 

major trees and many self-seeded smaller trees.  Lime, horse-chestnut and birch predominate. This 

grouping has a big visual impact in the centre of Area 2 where the roads converge on Willifield 

Green. The trees can be seen over roofs in Willifield Way, Wordsworth Walk, Coleridge Walk, Erskine 

Hill and the upper section of Asmuns Hill.  A much smaller decorative planting scheme at Queens 

Court is of historic interest. Flowering cherry trees were originally planted on either side of each 

entrance. Some of the oldest trees survive and some have been replaced. Currently there are 13 

trees of differing quality and maturity. The distribution is documented in the spreadsheet. 

The group of 7 limes at the entrance to Wordsworth Walk is something of a mystery. They look like 

pairs of street trees but they do not appear on the list of Barnet street trees and Barnet does not 

accept responsibility for them. Research continues (see spreadsheet and map for detail). Finally, the 

group of two catalpas framing the central door of Erskine House in Homesfield is very attractive. 

They also act as the focal point in the cul-de-sac. The story that they were gifted and planted by one 

of Dame Henrietta’s distinguished visitors, an Indian Maharajah (catalpa=Indian bean tree), is 

charming but probably apocryphal.  

Individual trees of note in Area 2 

The best trees tend to act as a focal point to close a view, to draw the eye along a road or to mark an 

entrance.  Examples of such trees include: 

• The lime and the oak marking the junction of Willifield Way and Hogarth Hill  

• The oak at the entrance to the twitten by 148 Willifield Way, a large, well-shaped 

tree which adds drama and emphasises the set back in the building line 

• The limes on the green at the head of Asmuns Place which are the focal point of the 

cul-de-sac and draw attention to the pitch and wide span of the cottage roofs  

• The oaks in the gardens of 53 Temple Fortune Hill and 16-18 Erskine Hill which set 

off the elaborate brick chimneys of the larger houses and steep roofs of the cottages 

beyond. 

Other individual trees of note are found in the allotments. They include: 

• The oak in Asmuns Hill Allotments behind 11 Asmuns Hill. This tree is 2-300 years 

old. In winter there is a tremendous view from Asmuns Place through the tracery to 

the spire of St Jude’s and the dome of the Free Church.  

Thirty-five individual trees were identified as significant. There are a further 16 groups of trees in 

which each individual tree may not be of striking quality but where, as a group, they make a strong 

contribution to the streetscape. Apart from the modern planting in Willifield Green and The Orchard, 

most of these trees are to be found in backlands and rear gardens. 

Tree Preservation Order Recommendations  

Thirteen trees in Area 2 are recommended for consideration for Tree Preservation Orders (see 

Spreadsheet). 

  





Area TPO Unwin 
trees

Signifi
cant 

Trees

TPO Ref no/SIG Ref 
no.

TPO 
Tree 
No.

 Street Location Species Notes 

2 1 ADDIT01 Addison Way 24, side garden by Creswick Walk oak fine mature oak frames entrance to Creswick Walk

2 1 ADDIT02 Addison Way 24, side garden by Creswick Walk beech good shape, mature multi-stemmed beech

2 4 ADDIT03g Addison Way 46, front garden, corner with Coleridge Walk
sycamore, poplar,ashk 
& lime

4 large trees balance the TPO in garden of 48 to frame entrance to Coleridge Walk and provide a country aspect to a busy road. NB the TPO is 
listed under Coleridge Walk.  Group TPO in place nearby

2 4 ADDIT04g Addison Way 60, front garden, corner with Erskine Hill
maple, cherry and 
sycamore a group of large trees marks entrance to Erskine Hill, provides a country aspect to a busy road (Addison way)

2 1 TPO-F1-45 T1 Addison Way NW corner of garden 48 Addison Way ash fine specimen in height and shape

2 ASMHT01 Asmuns Hill 1, rear garden oak smaller oak on field boundary line; well-shaped crown; felled 2013 with permission

2 1 ASMHT02 Asmuns Hill 11, on boundary with allotment oak enormous, well-tended ancient oak, one of the best in the Suburb; good shape and condition; TPO RECOMMENDATION

2 1 ASMHT03 Asmuns Hill 24 front garden false acacia shapely young tree, adds colour and movement, highlights set back in building line 

2 1 ASMHT04 Asmuns Hill 25 garden, gap between 25 and 27 cedar striking evergreen, prominent feature in street Check species

2 1 ASMHT06 Asmuns Hill 35, front garden, bdry. with 37 oak good shape, good crown, tall, mature oak. TPO RECOMMENDATION

2 1 ASMHT07 Asmuns Hill 56 NW of rear garden by garage oak Not on Unwin map, but tree is in the hedge line. Old tree much doctored, but good crown in summer

2 1 ASMHT08 Asmuns Hill 56 centre of rear garden oak tall, boundary oak, much cut but in a good state

2 1 1 TPO-CA-139 T1 Asmuns Hill 9 allotment to rear of oak
major oak, one of the oldest and finest specimens in the Suburb; update Nov 2013: extensive tree surgery due to major branch fall in the 
summer; the crown is cut back to the large branches

2 1 TPO-CA-139 T2 Asmuns Hill allotment land at rear in boundary of 3 Scots pine tall; reasonable shape

2 1 ASMPT01 Asmuns Place 4 front garden oak 1 of 2 ancient oaks, the larger one in the street, not a great shape but healthy given age

2 1 ASMPT02 Asmuns Place 45 rear garden oak 
excellent, huge tree, towering over the roofs of cottages at the end of the cul-de-sac. Visible from Hampstead Way and Finchley Road; TPO 
RECOMMENDATION

2 1 ASMPT03 Asmuns Place E section of green lime very tall, well shaped lime. Together with a second lime this is a focal point in this cul-de sac, TPO RECOMMENDATION

2 1 ASMPT04 Asmuns Place E section of green lime very tall, well-shaped lime. Together with a second lime this is a focal point in this cul-de sac, TPO RECOMMENDATION

2 20

BOWLT01g Bowling Green Site Adjacent to the north-east and north-west boundaries of the site
lime, h.chestnut, ash, 
maple, beech, birch

densely wooded strip of land borders the tennis courts, bowling green and allotments, providing a barrier between these recreational areas and 
domestic gardens. Exceptionally tall lime, horse chestnut and birch trees. Some maple, birch and 2 laburnums. The crowns of the forest species 
are visible over roofs in all the surrounding streets, especially from Willifield Green, Wordsworth Walk and the upper part of Asmuns Hill. They 
make a  notable contribution to the streetscape. Apart from the H. chestnut trees, the trees are in good condition although their shapes reflect 
the crowded location. Approx. 20 trees in total, plus numerous saplings. Group TPO

2 10

BOWLT02g Bowling Green Site Adjacent to the south-east boundary of the site
lime, h.chestnut, ash, 
maple, beech, birch

densely wooded strip of land borders the tennis courts, bowling green and allotments, providing a barrier between these recreational areas and 
domestic gardens. Exceptionally tall lime, horse chestnut and birch trees. Some maple, birch and 2 laburnums. The crowns of the forest species 
are visible over roofs in all the surrounding streets, especially from Willifield Green, Wordsworth Walk and the upper part of Asmuns Hill. They 
make a  notable contribution to the streetscape. Apart from the H. chestnut trees, the trees are in good condition although their shapes reflect 
the crowded location. Approx. 10 trees in total, plus numerous saplings. Group TPO

2 1 TPO-F1-45 T2 Bowling Green Site rear of 136 in grounds of Fellowship House oak
one of a line of trees including maples and birch? visible over roofs from Willifield Green, Asmuns Hill and the twitten between 37 Asmuns Hill 
and 132 Willifield way.  A major 'backcloth' run of trees. (see Bowling Green) Exceptionally fine tree

2 1 1 TPO-F1-45 T3 Bowling Green Site Bowling Green birch one of a line of trees including maples and ash dividing bowling green from allotments. (see entry on this site as a whole)

2 5 CHATT01g Chatham Close Allotment land to rear of 9 and 7, E bdry. sycamore, ash, oak
5 substantial trees on rear E boundary just before the land falls away. Attractive enclosing feature of the allotment, 3 sycamores, an ash and an 
oak

2 4 CHATT02g Chatham Close Allotment, boundary with 30-38 Erskine Hill
ash, willow, horse 
chestnut, maple 4 substantial trees form attractive w boundary to allotment, willow and oak visible over garages between 30 and 32

2 1 CHILT01 Childs Way NW Corner of garden, caretakers house oak
high, handsome tree, good shape, towers over house and pathway. Some neglect in crown, crowded badly by overgrown shrub, but overall 
healthy. 

2 1 CHILT02 Childs Way E  side of school gate oak reasonable shape, medium height. Broken stub in centre, needs TLC, tarmac surround

2 1 CHILT03 Childs Way S. side of footpath in school playground hornbeam good shape and height; not clear if this is a replacement for an oak or an original hedge tree; tarmac surround

2 1 CHILT04 Childs Way S. side of footpath oak medium height, some crude surgery, ? Health, shedding bark but branch extends attractively over the path

2 1 CHILT05 Childs Way S. side of footpath W of small school gate oak reasonable shape, medium height,

2 1 CHILT06 Childs Way S. side of footpath oak reasonable shape, medium height  thinner crown

2 1 CHILT07 Childs Way S. side of footpath oak
huge trunk, broad open crown, roof height, a better, older tree than others in the group, some pruning and damage on N side of trunk but overall 
a magnificent tree. TPO RECOMMENDATION



2 1 CHILT08 Childs Way S. side of footpath oak high but poor shape, lopped on school side only, 'wound' wood

2 1 CHILT09 Childs Way S side of footpath oak fair shape and height for age, close to neighbouring tree which is affecting growth pattern

2 1 CHILT10 Childs Way N side of path behind 127 W Way oak old oak, roof height, good shape has more space to spread check

2 6 CHILT11g Childs Way N side of path Norway maple   
group of 5 Norway maples and 1 spindly self-seeded birch forming, with the oaks opposite, a very attractive shaded walk by the school. The 
trees screen the playground and the playing field.

2 1 CHILT12 Childs Way S of path, on edge of school car park oak a younger oak than the nearby Unwin oaks, roof height, good shape high crown, lower branches removed.

2 1 TPO-CA-103 T1 Coleridge Walk Allotment garden land at rear of 20 & 22 oak good oak, probably a field boundary oak, good shape

2 1 1 TPO-CA-103 T2 Coleridge Walk Allotment garden land at rear of 20 & 22 oak good shape, one of 2 boundary oaks 

2 1 CREST01 Creswick Walk 18 front garden by path birch adds height and movement to the streetscape  

2 1 DENMT01 Denman Drive rear of 13, NE corner oak mature, good shape, one of a group of trees that can be seen clearly over the  can be seen over the garages of 13

2 1 1 TRE-F1-43 T5 Denman Drive rear boundary of 7 ash visible from rear access path 

2 1 TRE-F1-43 T6 Denman Drive rear boundary of 9 oak ? believe to be an oak, covered in ivy not maple as listed Exceptionally fine tree TPO QUERY

2 1 TRE-F1-43 T7 Denman Drive rear boundary E of 13 ash? believe this to be an ash not birch as listed a huge tree with trunk dividing into 3 TPO QUERY

2 1 TRE-F1-43 T8 Denman Drive rear Centre of 13 wild service tree?
believe this to be a wild service tree rather than a  false  acacia as listed (very hard to see, cannot really be said to be visible from a public place-
) TPO QUERY

2 1 ERSKT03 Erskine Hill Rear garden  border of 56 and 54 oak visible from path from junction of Woodside and Erskine Hill  and over Erskine Hill roofs

2 1 ERSKT04 Erskine Hill Rear of 58 on border with 60 oak? possibly oak, one of a dense group of trees here, visible over roofs 

2 2 ERSKT05g Erskine Hill 69 or 71? rear garden birch 2 very tall, graceful trees which can be seen from Asmuns Hill between 54 and 56, through the oaks. 

2 1 ERSKT06 Erskine Hill 64, in rear garden willow? high, graceful tree visible from Erskine Hill and Woodside, attractive view across gardens

2 1 ERSKT07 Erskine Hill 77 by garage between 77 and 75 oak characterful tree, lot of work in past on N side but good shape, 1 of 3 trees here on old field boundary

2 1 ERSKT08 Erskine Hill 77 rear garden on border with 56 Asmuns Hill oak substantial past tree work but still a handsome old oak when in leaf

2 1 ERSKT09 Erskine Hill 86 side garden by junction with Holmesfield oak large, healthy tree, frames entrance to Holmesfield

2 1 ERSKT10 Erskine Hill 105 centre of front garden oak Unwin map shows slightly different position by twitten entrance, good shape and height

2 1 ERSKT11 Erskine Hill 109 rear garden oak tree is flourishing; visible from road

2 1 1 TRE-F1-43 T3 Erskine Hill In rear garden of 16 oak
good shape and size, boundary oak part of excellent group viewed from Temple Fortune Hill; 2 major oaks, 2 silver birches; exceptionally fine 
tree

2 1 1 TRE-F1-43 T4 Erskine Hill In rear garden of 18 oak
magnificent boundary oak, good shape, size and condition for age, part of excellent group viewed from Temple Fortune Hill; exceptionally fine 
tree

2 1 FARMT01 Farm Walk 1 rear garden hard against boundary oak tree has been cut but appears in reasonable condition

2 1 FARMT02 Farm Walk On N side of path just by rear of flats sycamore very high, multi-stemmed stemmed tree, marks entrance to Farm Walk, contributes to leafy atmosphere of this path 

2 1 FARMT03 Farm Walk  3  behind garage oak major oak possibly boundary oak , soars above the 3 storey house next to the garage, a fine crown. TPO RECOMMENDATION

2 3 FARMT04g Farm Walk triangular plot on w side of tennis club land ash, oak hawthorn 3 attractive trees soften entrance to Farm Walk, screen Tennis Club, 2 ash and a contorted old hawthorn with copious spring blossom 

2 1 HAMWT01 Hampstead Way behind Gallery poplar tall poplar rises over the small, 1 storey gallery, a striking feature of the streetscape near entrance to the Suburb

2 3 HAMWT02g Hampstead Way in gardens behind Arcade House (flats) poplar, copper beech a group of 2 poplars and a copper beech, visible both from Hampstead Way and Farm Walk, a very distinctive feature especially from farm Walk

2 2 HAMWT04g Hampstead Way 126 front garden sycamore 2 tall trees, roof height, good shape, on the corner of the junction they emphasise the curve into Temple Fortune Hill. Group. TPO in place

2 1 HOGHT01 Hogarth Hill End of twitten behind substation oak 1 of 6 trees in a row only visible over roofs or from end of twitten by 182 Willifield Way. Fine, well shaped crown, boundary tree

2 1 HOGHT02 Hogarth Hill 3 backlands behind oak
1 of 6 trees in a row  visible between 3 and 5 Hogarth Hill , over roofs and from end of twitten by 182 W Way. TPO RECOMMENDATION Group 
TPO nearby

2 1 HOGHT03 Hogarth Hill 5 rear garden boundary beech 1 of 6 trees in a row visible between 3 and 5 Hogarth Hill over roofs or from end of twitten by 182 W Way

2 1 HOGHT04 Hogarth Hill 7 rear garden beech double-stemmed beech, 1 of 6 trees in a row visible between 7 and 9 Hogarth Hill and over roofs or from end of twitten by 182 Willifield Way

2 1 HOGHT05 Hogarth Hill End of twitten behind substation oak younger oak than nearby trees but a strong, tall, well-shaped tree



2 1 HOGHT06 Hogarth Hill 2 front oak huge well shaped mature oak, Focal point on corner site. TPO RECOMMENDATION

2 1 HOGHT07 Hogarth Hill 10 front garden corner of Wordsworth walk oak boundary oak much cut but reasonable shape, marks entrance to Wordsworth Close. Group TPO nearby

2 1 HOGHT08 Hogarth Hill 32 front garden lime marks the corner with Addison Way, provides an attractive focus to the corner

2 2 HOLM01g Holmesfield 3 & 4 Erskine House to front catalpa
frame central door of Erskine House. Reputedly given by a visiting Maharajah. Originally planted at the same time, now different in size, one 
appears to have fallen and regenerated. TPO RECOMMENDATION

2 HOLM02 Holmesfield 1 Erskine House, to rear and side oak enormous, mature oak in garden, fills the whole corner providing a backcloth to the buildings; felled with consent 2013

2 13
HAMWT03g Queens Court Queens Court, all entrances flowering cherry

planting scheme of historic interest . Originally 2 trees were planted either side of the paths to the various flat entrances. Current situation-
entrances 1-4,5-8 trees missing,9-12 2 replacement saplings,13-16 1 remaining, 18-21 2 very old trees, 22-25 2 replacement saplings, 26-29 1 
mature tree, 31-34, 35-38, 2 mature trees, 30-40 1 very old tree.

2 2 TEFHT01g Temple Fortune Hill 53 E garden near b'dary with 16 Erskine H. silver birch 2 elegant silver birches form an attractive group with the nearby oaks, significant element of the streetscape

2 1 TEFHT02 Temple Fortune Hill E side of 61 near boundary with Bigwood oak set in slightly from main run of oaks in Bigwood, a smaller specimen on old field line, good shape

2 3 TEFHT03g Temple Fortune Hill 52 rear garden boundary with Bigwood oak crowns of these trees can be seen over the roof of 52, not clear whether or not the trees are in the garden or have been absorbed into Bigwood.

2 1 1 CA/422 Tx The Orchard rear of 12 Asmuns Hill on border with  Orchard oak
Tall, shapely tree, visible through gap between houses on Asmuns Hill, old boundary oak, winter views of church dome through winter tracery, 
gnarled trunk, wound wood. TPO made March 2014

2 ORCHT01 The Orchard to rear in Orchard grounds between 8 and 10 Asmuns Hill willow tortuosa
visible in gap between Asmuns Hill  houses, and from the entrance to the Orchard, very tall, good shape, major feature of orchard gardens; 
felled following storm damage, Nov. 2013

2 ORCHT03 The Orchard W side of path to N allotment apple very old apple tree, possible seedling from original orchard- historic marker Felled with consent due to disease in 2013

2 1 ORCHT04 The Orchard W side of path to N allotment silver birch frames entrance to The Orchard from Willifield Way, mature tree, good shape, adds movement to landscape

2 4 ORCHT05g The Orchard rear hedge 17 Temple Fortune Hill hornbeam 3 hornbeams, and one cypress provide screen at back of car park; a group with a significant function 

2 1 ORCHT06 The Orchard lawn SE corner of car park pear screens car park, softens landscape

2 1 ORCHT07 The Orchard lawn SW corner of car park silver birch screens car park, softens landscape, adds movement

2 1 ORCHT08 The Orchard N side of path by main entrance liquidambar fine tree, (check height)  frames entrance to the residential buildings  TPO RECOMMENDATION

2 4 ORCHT09g The Orchard N side of path, centre of buildings silver birch group of 4, formerly 5, attractive and well placed birches provide a focal point in the landscape of the inner gardens.

2 1 1 TPO-F144 T4 The Orchard On boundary to rear of 23 Temple Fortune Hill oak fine old tree, good shape and height, 3.25m diameter. Some damage and disease but thriving. Exceptionally fine tree

2 1 TPO-F144 T5 The Orchard allotment to rear of 22 Asmuns Hill horse chestnut tree in poor condition with leaf blotch fungus, possibly bleeding canker, trunk damaged, poor shape

2 1 TPO-F144 T6 The Orchard allotment to rear of 91 Willifield Way horse chestnut good shape, soars above roofs but also with leaf blotch fungus

2 1 TPO-F144 T7 The Orchard allotment to rear of 28 Asmuns Hill horse chestnut tree in poor condition with leaf blotch fungus, crown has been lopped off

2 4 WILGT01g Willifield Green SW corner of the Green black poplar
2 once pollarded poplars in centre of group with 2 young and struggling oaks, various shrubs including philadelphuus and wild rose. All 
overgrown but group screens school buildings from the green and greatly softens the landscape. Area TPO in place.

2 1 WILGT02 Willifield Green near centre on  W boundary opp. Childs Way field maple small but attractive tree, very healthy growth. Area TPO in place.

2 1 WILGT03 Willifield Green SW corner of the Green prunus, almond small but attractive tree, planted very close to shrub group, paved surround. Area TPO in place.

2 1 WILGT04 Willifield Green NW section of Green towards centre horse chestnut small, young tree, good shape, vigorous growth. Area TPO in place.

2 1 WILGT05 Willifield Green NW corner of the Green, on boundary Acer Cappadocicum small attractive tree, good shape and condition. Area TPO in place.

2 1 WILGT06 Willifield Green SE corner of the Green in centre liquidambar good shape and condition, planted to commemorate 90th anniversary of the Trust in 1998. Area TPO in place.

2 1 WILGT07 Willifield Green SE corner of the Green in centre  maple
planted in memory of G. Mandelson, paved surround with bench pretty shape and good condition.  Forms an attractive group with WILGT06 and 
07. Area TPO in place.

2 1 WILGT08 Willifield Green SE corner of the Green near boundary false acacia
small, young, mop-headed robinia, 'historic' marker - echoes the robinias which were the original street trees in Willifield Way. Area TPO in 
place.

2 1 TPO-CA-106 T1 Willifield Way 49 front garden box elder
good condition, tree extends over pavement, complements the curved terrace of houses at SE Corner of Crickmer Circus. Exceptionally fine 
tree

2 1 TPO-F144 T1 Willifield Way rear of 106 hawthorn not seen from road, only viewable from rear twitten, medium height tree, no particular shape

2 1 TPO-F144 T2 Willifield Way rear of 86 oak crown only visible from rear twitten, appears to be in good condition.

2 1 TPO-F144 T8 Willifield Way on boundary of 95 and 97 oak
mature spreading oak, roof height, extensive work on one side, massive branch removed but tree appears to be in good condition, though 
overall shape is lop sided 

2 1 WILWT01 Willifield Way 182, backlands behind oak boundary oak; visible over roofs or from end of twitten by 182

2 1 WILWT02 Willifield Way 180 front lime very high, well shaped tree.  Focal point on corner site, can be seen along the length of this part of Willifield Way, TPO RECOMMENDATION



2 1 WILWT03 Willifield Way 148 front garden in hedge by twitten oak an excellent boundary oak, dominates the streetscape in that section of Willifield Way,  TPO RECOMMENDATION

2 1 WILWT04 Willifield Way 118 rear garden, close boundary with 116 oak fine tree, visible between houses, boundary oak

2 1 WILWT05 Willifield Way 91 rear garden oak good shaped tree, boundary oak visible between 91 and 89 

2 1 TRE-F1-43 T9 Woodside rear of 6 oak not visible from Woodside, possibly visible from Littlewood but not certain that this tree survives TPO QUERY

2 1 1 TPO-F1-45 T4 Wordsworth Walk 20  front garden birch very tall, fine birch, pendulous variety (not in 18 as in TPO record) 

2 1 TPO-F1-45 T5 Wordsworth Walk 18 front garden by path shared with 16 oak old oak, much reduced, lower branches removed , much wound wood (not in garden of 16 as on TPO record)

2 1 TPO-F1-45 T6 Wordsworth Walk 17 front garden magnolia tree is a magnolia not a flowering cherry as in TPO record 

2 1 TPO-F1-45 T7 Wordsworth Walk  in corner of allotment to N S by twitten to rear of 27 oak
huge healthy oak, magnificent shape. One of the most impressive oaks in the Suburb viewable along twitten in either direction,  Exceptionally 
fine tree

2 1 TPO-F1-45 T8 Wordsworth Walk 12 front garden birch indistinct shape, entangled with oak in garden of No. 10

2 1 TPO-F1-45 T9 Wordsworth Walk 10 oak roof height, lower branches removed over road

2 1 WORDT01 Wordsworth Walk 1 side garden hedge towards rear of house oak boundary oak much cut but reasonable shape

2 7 WORDT02g Wordsworth Walk near hedges on both sides of the entrance to Wordsworth  walk lime
7 limes, 4 pollarded on the W side of the road and 3 unpollarded trees on the E.  Planted in pairs, one missing. These trees are in the street but 
are not on the Barnet list and Barnet do not accept responsibility for them.  (Research continues)




